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Introduction 

 

The House of Bishops Reconciliation Training Initiative is a proposal to conduct a faith-

based reconciliation training program for the House of Bishops of the Episcopal Church 

USA.  This proposal is a response to the request from Presiding Bishop Katharine Jefferts 

Schori during a meeting with The Reverend Canon Brian Cox and The Honorable Joanne 

O’Donnell on September 26, 2006 in Reno, Nevada. 

 

Reconcilers.Net is a growing movement of Episcopalians working to impart faith-based 

reconciliation as both a spirituality and a moral vision for our life together in the 

Episcopal Church as well as our mission in the twenty-first century.  Our purpose is not 

to resolve any particular conflict such as the church’s conflict over human sexuality or 

the response to the Windsor Report, but to transform the culture or paradigm of the 

Episcopal Church to one of faith-based reconciliation and to spread this vision to the 

worldwide Anglican Communion.  We believe that such a transformation in culture or 

paradigm will profoundly impact the present conflict that engulfs the Episcopal Church 

and the Anglican Communion. 

 

Description of the House of Bishops Reconciliation Training Initiative 

 

The program will be guided by an experienced team from Reconcilers.Net utilizing a 

format that represents a bold fusion of two faith-based intervention models.  The first 

model is the Reconciliation Basic Seminar which utilizes a series of presentations and 

small group exercises, culminating in a Service of Reconciliation, to explain the core 

values of faith-based reconciliation, empower participants in reconciliation/peacebuilding 

skills, and provide a climate for the divine work of transforming human hearts.   

 

The presentations to the House of Bishops will include the following topics: 

 

• Reconciliation As A Moral Vision 

• Demolishing Walls of Hostility: The Principle of Inclusion 

• Submission to God: The Principle of Sovereignty 
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The second intervention model is the Reconciliation Learning Conversation which seeks 

to create an enlightened dialogue in the context of an intractable identity-based conflict or 

problem.  This model involves five steps: 

 

• Sharing life journeys and building common ground 

• Sharing perceptions of the conflict or problem 

• Engaging in a problem solving approach utilizing a faith-based reconciliation 

paradigm to address the particular conflict or problem 

• Sharing where each has experienced and caused offense to the other  

• Exploring each community’s narrative of history and perception of historical 

wounds 

 


